CBE College Curriculum Committee

Meeting Minutes

November 8, 2018 - 10:00 am – VBT 411

Attendees [10:00 to End]:

- Sandy Luong
- Chongqi Wu
- Yi He
- Ryan Lampe
- Rajan Selvarajan
- Brian Du
- Eric Fricke

Actions:

1. 5-0 vote to approve agenda.

2. 5-0 vote to approve minutes.

3. AoL procedures document changes to address process improvements and AACSB
   a. Discussion about the formation and role of program committees to discuss and propose curriculum changes related to AoL
   b. Eric and Sandy will revise document to clarify the role and formation of the program committees and provide an updated version to CIC
   c. CIC will vote on document as an action item

4. AoL Annual Report review and acceptance to move to Dean
   a. Sandy will send updated version to CIC to correct minor changes
   b. CIC will review and vote on updated version as an information item

5. Meeting adjourned